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Attn: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Sirs:

Subject: Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS)
Units 1, 2, and 3
Docket Nos. STN 50-528, 50-529, and 50-530
Request for Amendments to Technical Specification (TS) 3.5.5,
Refueling Water Tank (RWT), to Increase the RWT Minimum Water
Level for Units! I and 3 and Incorporate Editorial Changes for
Units 1, 2, and 3

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, Arizona Public Service Company (APS) hereby requests to
amend PVNGS Operating License Nos. NPF-41, NPF-51, and NPF-74, by amending
the PVNGS Technical Specifications that are incorporated as Appendix A to the
Operating Licenses for PVNGS Units 1, 2, and 3. As detailed further in Enclosure 1 to
this letter, the proposed amen dments would modify Technical Specification (TS) 3.5.5,
Refueling Water Tank (RWT), for PVNGS Units I and 3 to increase the minimum
required RWT level indicatio s and the corresponding borated water volumes in TS
Figure 3.5.5-1 by 3 percent. n addition, the proposed amendments would incorporate
editorial changes to TS Figure 3.5.5-1 for PVNGS Units 1, 2, and 3 to provide consistent
formatting of the RWT volumrItric values provided in the figure.

Enclosure I to this letter provides a detailed description of, and reason for, the
proposed TS changes, as we Il as technical and regulatory evaluations of the changes.
The evaluations of these cha pges in Enclosure 1 include the basis for a determination
that the proposed amendmer ts do not involve a significant hazards consideration under
the standards set forth in 10 ( FR 50.92(c). Proposed TS page markups and retyped
TS pages are included as Attachments I and 2, respectively, to Enclosure 1. An
informational copy of the affeted TS Bases page markups is also provided as
Attachment 3 to Enclosure 1.

The substantive changes proposed herein to TS 3.5.5 for Units I and 3 are materially
the same as those previously approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
for PVNGS Unit 2. Specifically, the NRC issued PVNGS License Amendment No. 169
on May 9, 2008 (Agencywidel Documents Access and Management System [ADAMS]
Accession No. ML081270305), approving a similar change to TS 3.5.5 for PVNGS
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Unit 2 (under exigent circumstances) to increase the RWT minimum water level by
3 percent.

The NRC issued PVNGS License Amendment No. 169 in response to APS application
dated April 10, 2008 (ADAMS Accession No. ML081080116), as supplemented by APS
letter dated April 30, 2008 (ADAMS Accession No. ML081280495). The supplemental
letter dated April 30, 2008, provided a response to an NRC request for additional
information (RAI) that clarified the application subsequently approved by the NRC. This
RAI response previously provided for the approved TS 3.5.5 change for PVNGS Unit 2
is pertinent to the TS amendments proposed herein for Units I and 3. Therefore, to
facilitate the NRC's review, the RAI questions and APS response to each question are
provided as Enclosure 2 to this letter.

Approval of the proposed amendments is requested by September 30, 2009. Once
approved, the amendments shall be implemented within 60 days.

In accordance with the PVNGS Quality Assurance Program, the Plant Review Board
and the Offsite Safety Review Committee have reviewed and concurTed with these
proposed amendments. By copy of this letter, this submittal is being forwarded to the
Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency (ARRA) pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91(b)(1).

No commitments are being made to the NRC by this letter. If there are any questions or
if additional information is needed, please contact Russell A. Stroud, Licensing Section
Leader, at (623) 393-5111.

I declare under penalty of perury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on _____.___

(Date)
Sincerely,

DCM/RAS/MWF/gat

Enclosures

1. Evaluation of the Proposed Change (with attachments)
2. Response to NRC Request for Additional Information Previously Addressed for

PVNGS Unit 2 Exigent Refueling Water Tank Technical Specification Change

cc: E. E. Collins Jr. NRC Region IV Regional Administrator
B. K. Singal NRC6NRR Project Manager
R. I. Treadway NRCý Senior Resident Inspector for PVNGS
A. V. Godwin Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency (ARRA)
T. Morales Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency (ARRA)



ENCLOSURE I

Evaluation of the Proposed Change

Subject: Request for Amendments to Technical Specification 3.5.5, Refueling
Water Tank (RWT), to Increase the RWT'1:Minimum Water Level for
Units 1 and 3 and Incorporate Editorial Changes for Units 1, 2, and 3
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2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

3. TECHNICAL EVALUATION

4. REGULATORY EVALUATION

4.1 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

4.2 Precedent

4.3 No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

4.4 Conclusions

5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

6. REFERENCES

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Technical Specification Markup
2. Retyped Technical Specification
3. Technical Specification Bases Markups



Enclosure I
Evaluation of the Proposed Change

Amendments to TS 3.5.5

1. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

This evaluation supports an Arizona Public Service Company (APS) request to amend
Operating Licenses NPF-41, NPF-51, and NPF-74 by amending the PVNGS Technical
Specifications that are incorporated as Appendix A to the Operating Licenses for
PVNGS Units 1, 2, and 3. The proposed amendments would modify Technical
Specification (TS) 3.5.5, Refueling Water Tank (RWT), to increase the minimum
required RWT level indications and the corresponding borated water volumes in TS
Figure 3.5.5-1 by 3 percent for Units 1 and 3. This change will ensure that there is
adequate water volume available in the RWT to ensure that the engineered safety
feature (ESF) pumps and the new containment recirculation sump strainers will meet
their design functions during loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs). In addition, the
proposed amendments would incorporate editorial changes to TS Figure 3.5.5-1 to
provide consistent formatting of the RWT volumetric values provided in the figure for
Units 1, 2, and 3.

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

As indicated in the attachments to this evaluation, the proposed amendments involve a
substantive component and an editorial component. The substantive component entails
the proposed revision of TS 3.5.5 for Units 1 and 3 to raise the required minimum RWT
level indications and the corresponding water volume values shown in TS Figure 3.5.5-1
by 3 percent. This change revises the minimum level indications and the corresponding
water volumes used to determine operability of the RWT from 210 OF through 600 OF
(i.e., to ensure that there is adequate volume available for the design functions of the
RWT). This change will ensure that there is adequate water volume in the containment
to meet the functional requirements of the ESF pumps and the containment sump
strainers for applicable design basis accidents and break scenarios. The RWT water
volumes corresponding to the TS Figure 3.5.5-1 level instrument readings include
margin to ensure the minimum required RWT water volumes are maintained available.

New larger containment sump strainers were installed in Unit 1 in the spring of 2007
and in Unit 3 in the fall of 2007. As a result of containment flo6ding calculation
validation efforts in response to Nuclear Regulatory Commission' (NRC) Generic Letter
(GL) 2004-02 (Reference 6.1), APS reevaluated the flooding calculations and
associated minimum RWT water levels for PVNGS. For the miajority of the pipe break
locations in the containment, the existing TS minimum RWT levels and corresponding
water volumes were verified to be adequate to ensure sufficient flood level for strainer
submergence and ESF pump operation. However, a more limiting break scenario was
identified that results in the current TS minimum RWT Levels, 'as shown in
TS Figure 3.5.5-1, being non-conservative. This may result inthe'sltrainers not being
fully submerged post-LOCA at the time of the recirculation actuation signal (RAS) for
this break scenario. There is no operability concern for any of the PVNGS units
because the RWT minimum level in PVNGS Units I and 3 is being administratively
controlled 3 percent above the current TS Figure 3.5.5-1 levels, and as detailed further
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Enclosure I
Evaluation of the! Proposed Change

Amendments to TS 3.5.5

below, the TS minimum RWT water level for PVNGS Unit 2 already has been increased
by 3 percent as requested herein for Units 1 and 3.

The reevaluation of the TS minimum RWT levels was noted in an APS supplemental
response to NRC GL 2004-02 dated February 29, 2008 (Reference 6.2,
Paragraph 3.g.12). Based on the reevaluation, by letters dated April 10, 2008
(Reference 6.3), and April 30, 2008 (Reference 6.4), APS requested NRC approval of a
change (under exigent circumstances) to the TS RWT minimum water level for Unit 2.
The exigent circumstances were warranted for Unit 2, as it entered into a refueling
outage on March 29, 2008, and during this outage the new containment sump strainers
were installed as part of APS' commitments related to GL 2004-02. Without the
expedited amendment, the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation for the Unit 2 strainers modification
could not be completed and Unit 2 entry into Mode 4 would have been significantly
delayed. The NRC approved the exigent change for Unit 2 in PVNGS License
Amendment No. 169, issued May 9, 2008 (Reference 6.5).

The changes proposed herein to TS 3.5.5 for Units 1 and 3 are materially the same as
the PVNGS Unit 2 change previously approved by the NRC in Amendment No. 169. It
should be noted that the minimum RWT water level issue was not known when the new
containment sump strainers for Units I and 3 were installed during their 2007 outages.
Thus, TS changes similarlto that approved for Unit 2 had not been requested for Units 1
and 3. However, as a result of the discovery of this issue, and consistent with the
guidance in NRC Administrative Letter 98-10 (Reference 6.6), the RWT minimum levels
in PVNGS Units 1 and 3 are being administratively controlled 3 percent above the
current TS Figure 3.5.5-1 levels while this license amendment is pursued.

The editorial component of the proposed amendment serves to provide consistent
formatting of the volumetric values provided in TS Figure 3.5.5-1 for PVNGS Units 1, 2,
and 3. Specifically, TS Figure 3.5.5-1 currently uses two different formats to designate
the volume information provided. It either provides only the whole digits above one
thousand followed by a "K" to designate a multiplier of one thousand (e.g., 600K), or the
full volume numbers are Written out (e.g., 600,000). For consistency, the volume
information provided in the figure is changed such that it is presented in full number
format.
3. TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The licensing basis for the new larger containment sump strainers is described in
PVNGS Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Section 6.2.2.2.2
(Reference 6.7). The containment recirculation sumps provide for the collection of
reactor coolant and chemically reactive spray solutions following a LOCA. Thus, the
sumps serve as water sources to effect long-term recirculation for the functions of
residual heat removal, emergency core cooling, and containment atmosphere cleanup.
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Enclosure I
Evaluation of the Proposed Change

Amendments to TS 3.5.5

During post-LOCA recirculation, the suction supply for the emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) and containment spray system (CSS) pumps is provided by two
containment recirculation sumps, one for each safety-related train. The sumps are
located on the lowest floor in the containment building and are physically separated to
preclude simultaneous damage to both. At a specified RWT level, both the high
pressure safety injection (HPSI) and the CSS pump suctions are automatically switched
from the RWT to the containment recirculation sumps by a RAS from the engineered
safety features actuation system (ESFAS).

UFSAR Section 6.2.2.2.2.G states that for the new sump strainer design: 'With the
horizontal cassette pocket (specialty) design, the strainers consist of both vertical and
horizontal flow paths through the screening elements. All pockets are submerged at the
minimum post-LOCA flood level."

TS Bases B 3.5.5 states that this limiting condition for operation (LC) ensures that
sufficient water volume exists in the containment sump to support continued operation
of the engineered safety features pumps at the time of transfer to the recirculation mode
of cooling and that insufficient water inventory in the RWT could result in insufficient
cooling capacity of the ECCS when the transfer to the recirculation mode occurs.

As indicated in Section 2 above, the containment flooding calculations for PVNGS have
been reevaluated (Reference 6.8) as a result of efforts in response to NRC GL 2004-02
(Reference 6.1). For the majority of the pipe break locations in the containment, the
existing TS minimum RWT levels and corresponding water volumes are adequate to
ensure sufficient flood level for strainer submergence and ESF pump operation.
However, a more limiting break scenario has been identified that results in the current
TS minimum RWT levels as shown in TS Figure 3.5.5-1 being non-conservative. This
may result in the strainers not being fully submerged post-LOCA at the time of the RAS
for this break scenario.

The scenario of concern is a small break LOCA involving a break at the top of the
pressurizer. This break has a limited cross section and results in the reactor coolant
system (RCS) pressure remaining above 600 psia which limits the spillage to the
containment floor from the RCS and does not allow the safety injection (SI) tanks to
inject.

In the evaluation of this scenario, the flood water source is limited to the volume of
water in the RWT and considers potential flood volume losses from water diverted to the
chemical volume and control system and water postulated to be held on wetted
surfaces and delayed in containment. The strainers were designed based on a
minimum flood level elevation of 84'-6". This minimum flood level ensures that the
strainers are submerged to prevent vortexing and that adequate net positive suction
head is available to support continued ESF pump operation after the switchover to
recirculation. The evaluation shows that the minimum flood level equates to
543,200 gallons (at 600 OF) of water delivered from the RWT to the RCS and
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Enclosure I
Evaluation of the Proposed Change

Amendments to TS 3.5.5

containment prior to the RAS for the small break scenario. To ensure the required
delivered volume is available, the minimum RWT indicated level is conservatively set at
83 percent of scale (at 600 OF). This indicated level conservatively considers instrument
inaccuracies for the indicators used to verify RWT level, the switchover for RAS, and
average RCS temperature.

The analyses for determining the new minimum required RWT level and associated
water volume are based on current design information and assumptions that in many
cases provide an inherent margin in the analyses (References 6.8 and 6.9). Some of
these assumptions include:

" The flooding calculation used inputs and assumptions that minimize credited
spillage volumes and maximize hold up volumes.

" The water available from the RWT was limited to the upper limit of a RAS
initiation signal. This conservatively assumes the RWT outlet check valves close
on a high back pressure condition, which may not exist in some break scenarios.

" The instrument analysis used post-seismic conditions for establishing instrument
uncertainties that are slightly larger than normal.

Uncertainty for electrical instruments (the current to voltage converter and
indicator in particular) was used that is greater than past operating experience
has shown.

" The minimum required RWT level is established based on flooding to
Elevation 84'-6" for the limiting flooding scenario (i.e., a small break LOCA at the
top of the pressurizer). For this scenario, ESF pump flow would be lower and
generated debris would be significantly less than for the design basis large break
LOCA. However, the suction line head losses from the design basis large break
LOCA were assumed.

The required minimum flood level of Elevation 84'-6" is approximatelly 2 inches above
the top of the sump strainers. It is expected that further testing would demonstrate
acceptable strainer performance (no vortexing) at a flood level below Elevation 84'-6"
for the small break LOCA.

The impacts of the increased minimum RWT water volume on maximum containment
flood level and sump pH were evaluated. The calculated maximum containment flood
level is based on the RWT water level associated with the bottom of the RWT overflow
nozzle. This change does not revise the location of the RWT overflow nozzle and there
is no change in the calculated maximum flood level. As a result, the proposed change
has no impact on the qualification of equipment above the maximum containment flood
level.

The impact of the proposed change on post-LOCA sump pH was evaluated and found
to be bounded by the current analysis for post-LOCA sump pH. In that analysis, the
calculated minimum post-LOCA sump pH is based on the maximum RWT water level
associated with the bottom of the RWT overflow nozzle. The maximum flood level is not
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Evaluation of the Proposed Change

Amendments to TS 3.5.5

affected by this change. In addition, the change is conservative with respect to the
calculated maximum post-LOCA sump pH since it is increasing the minimum required
RWT volume. Specifically, the maximum post-LOCA sump pH is calculated based on
an assumed minimum RWT level (to minimize sump boron concentration and required
Tri-Sodium Phosphate), since a lower assumed minimum RWT level' would result in a
higher calculated maximum pH. Thus, the current calculated maximum post-LOCA
sump pH remains bounding for the proposed increase in the TS minimum RWT water
level.

The editorial changes have no technical effect on the information being provided and
only provide consistency in the format used to represent volumetric values.

4. REGULATORY EVALUATION

4.1 Applicable Regulatory RequirementslCriteria

10 CFR 50 Appendix A (Reference 6.10), General Design Criterion (GDC) 13,
"Instrumentation and Control," requires instrumentation and control to monitor variables
and systems over their anticipated ranges for normal operation, for anticipated
operational occurrences, and for accident conditions as appropriate to assure adequate
safety, including those variables and systems that can affect the fission process, the
integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, and the containment
and its associated systems. Appropriate controls shall be provided to maintain these
variables and systems within prescribed operating ranges. The proposed change
modifies the TS limits surveilled by the operators to ensure that the ECCS, CSS and
containment recirculation strainers will continue to operate as designed for all accident
conditions.

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 16, "Containment Design," requires a reactor containment
and associated systems be provided to establish an essentially leak-tight barrier against
the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment and to ensure the
containment design conditions important to safety are not exceeded for as long as
postulated accident conditions require. The proposed change modifies the minimum
water volume contained in the RWT, which will ensure that the CSS and containment
recirculation strainers will continue to operate as designed to maintain the integrity of
the containment for all accident conditions.

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 35, "Emergency Core Cooling," requires abundant
emergency core cooling be provided. The system safety function shall be to transfer
heat from the reactor core following any loss of reactor coolant at a rate such that
(1) fuel and clad damage that could interfere with continued effective core cooling is
prevented and (2) clad metal-water reaction is limited to negligible amounts. The
proposed change modifies the minimum water volume contained in the RWT, which will
ensure that the ECCS and containment recirculation strainers will continue to operate
as designed to maintain the integrity of the core for all accident conditions.
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Evaluation of the Proposed Change

Amendments to TS 3.5.5

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 38, "Containment Heat Removal,"' requires a system to
remove heat from the reactor containment be provided. The system function shall be to
reduce rapidly, consistent with the functioning of other associated systems, the
containment pressure and temperature following any LOCA and maintain them at
acceptably low levels. The proposed change modifies the minimum water volume
contained in the RWT, which will ensure that the CSS and containment recirculation
strainers will continue to operate as designed to maintain the required heat removal
from the containment for all accident conditions.

Regulatory Guide 1.82, 'Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following
a Loss-of-Coolant Accident," Revision 0 dated June 1974 (Reference 6.11), describes
criteria and methods acceptable to the NRC staff for implementing NRC requirements,
including GDC 35 and GDC 38, with respect to the water source for emergency core
cooling and containment heat removal. Consistent with this regulatory guide and the
NRC GDC, the proposed change modifies the minimum water volume contained in the
RWT to ensure that the water sources available for long term cooling and containment
heat removal are adequate for all design basis accident conditions.

NUREG/CR-6874, "GSI-191: Experimental Studies of Loss-of-Coolant-Accident-
Generated Debris Accumulation and Head Loss with Emphasis on the Effects of
Calcium Silicate Insulation," dated May 2005 (Reference 6.12), addresses the issue of
debris accumulation on the containment sump screen/strainer and consequential loss of
ECCS pump net positive suction head. Consistent with NUREG/CR-6874, the change
proposed herein to the minimum RWT water level has been established with
consideration for potential debris accumulation to ensure there is adequate head for the
ECCS and CSS to operate as designed in all design basis accidents.

NRC Generic Letter 2004-02, "Potential Impact of Debris Blockage on Emergency
Recirculation During Design Basis Accidents At Pressurized-Water Reactors," dated
September 13, 2004 (Reference 6.1), required licensees to evaluate! the potential for
adverse effects of post-accident debris blockage on recirculation functions of the ECCS
and CSS, and to implement any plant modifications identiflied as being necessary. As
discussed in Section 2 above, as a result of containment flooding calculation validation
effofts in response to NRC GL 2004-02, APS reevaluated the 6ontainment flooding
calculations and associated minimum RWT water levels1 for PVINGS. The resultant
change proposed herein to the TS minimum RWT water level has been established with
consideration for potential post-accident debris blockage to ensure that there is
adequate water level at the containment recirculation sump strainers for the ECCS and
CSS to operate as designed in all design basis accidents.

4.2 Precedent

The substantive changes proposed herein to TS 3.5.5 for PVNGS Units 1 and 3 are
materially the same as those previously approved by the NRC for PVNGS Unit 2.
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Evaluation of the Proposed Change
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Specifically, by APS letter dated April 10, 2008 (Agencywide Documents Access and
Management System [ADAMS] Accession No. ML081080116; Reference 6.3), as
supplemented by APS letter dated April 30, 2008 (ADAMS Accession
No. ML081280495; Reference 6.4), APS requested NRC approval of a similar change
to TS 3.5.5 for PVNGS Unit 2 (under exigent circumstances) to increase the RWT
minimum water level by 3 percent. The NRC approved that exigent change in License
Amendment No. 169, issued May 9, 2008 (ADAMS Accession No. ML081270305;
Reference 6.5).

4.3 No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

As described below, APS has determined that the TS amendments proposed herein do
not involve a significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c). This determination is based on evaluation with respect to the specific
criteria of 10 CFR 50.92(c) as follows:

1. Do the proposed amendments involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed substantive change will increase the TS RWT minimum water level
for PVNGS Units 1 and 3 by 3 percent to ensure that there is adequate water
volume available at the containment recirculation sumps for the limiting small
break LOCA scenario. As detailed in Sections 2 and 3 of this, evaluation, this
change ensures sufficient flood level for strainer submergence and ESF pump
operation.

The RWT water volume is not an initiator of any accident previously evaluated.
As a result, the probability of an accident previously evaluated is not affected.
The proposed change does not alter or prevent the ability of structures, systems,
and components from performing their intended function to mitigate the
consequences of an initiating event within the assumed acceptance limits.

The effect of the proposed changes in RWT minimum water level on containment
flood level, equipment qualification, and containment sump pH remain within the
limits assumed in the design and accident analyses. The calculated maximum
containment flood level is based on the RWT water level associated with the
bottom of the RWT overflow nozzle. This change does not revise the location of
the RWT overflow nozzle and there is no change in the calculated maximum
flood level. As a result, the proposed change has no impact on the qualification
of equipment above the maximum containment flood level.

The impact of the proposed change on post-LOCA sump pH was evaluated and
found to bounded by the current analysis for post-LOCA sump pH. In that
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analysis, the calculated minimum post-LOCA sump pH is based on the maximum
RWT water level associated with the bottom of the RWT overflow nozzle. The
maximum flood level is not affected by this change. In addition, the change is
conservative with respect to the calculated maximum post-LOCA sump pH since
it is increasing the minimum required RWT volume. Specifically, the maximum
post-LOCA sump pH is calculated based on an assumed minimum RWT level (to
minimize sump boron concentration and required Tri-Sodium Phosphate), since a
lower assumed minimum RWT level would result in a higher calculated maximum

pH. Thus, the current calculated maximum post-LOCA sump pH remains
bounding for the proposed increase in the TS minimum RWT level.

The proposed change does not affect the source term, containment isolation, or

radiological release assumptions used in evaluating the radiological
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. Further, the proposed
change does not increase the types or amounts of radioactive effluent that may
be released offsite, nor significantly increase individual or cumulative
occupational/public radiation exposures. The proposed change is consistent with
the safety analysis assumptions and resultant consequences.

The proposed editorial TS changes are made only to ensure consistency in the
formatting of volumetric values and would not materially affect the intent or
content of the TS. As such, the editorial changes do not affect the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

Therefore, the proposed amendments do not involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Do the proposed amendments create the possibility of a new or different kind of

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed change to raise the required RWT minimum water level does not
change a design function or operation of structures, systems, and components.
The proposed change does not create new failure mechanisms, malfunctions, or
accident initiators not already considered in the design basis. The proposed
change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (i.e., no new or different
components or physical changes are involved with this change) or a change in
the methods governing normal plant operation. Finally, the proposed change
does not alter any assumptions made in the safety analysis.

The proposed editorial TS changes are made only to ensure consistency in the

formatting of volumetric values and would not materially affect the intent or
content of the TS. As such, the editorial changes do not create the possibility of
an accident.
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Therefore, the proposed amendments do not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Do the proposed amendments involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Response: No.

The proposed change to raise the required RWT minimum water level does not
alter the manner in which safety limits, limiting safety system settings or limiting
conditions for operation are determined. The safety analysis acceptance criteria
are not affected by this change. The proposed change will not result in plant
operation in a configuration outside of the design basis.

The proposed editorial TS changes are made only to ensure consistency in the
formatting of volumetric values and would not materially change the intent of the
TS. As such, the editorial changes do not modify any margin of safety.

Therefore, the proposed amendments do not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

Based on the above, APS concludes that the proposed amendments do not involve a
significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c), and,
accordingly, a finding of "no significant hazards consideration" is justified.

4.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in
the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendments will not be inimical
to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

A review has determined that the proposed amendments would change a requirement
with respect to installation or use of a facility component located within the restricted
area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or would change an inspection or surveillance
requirement. However, the proposed amendments do not involve (i) a significant
hazards consideration, (ii) a significant change in the types or a significant increase in
the amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed
amendments meet the eligibility criterion for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact
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statement or environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the
proposed amendments.
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Are Insufficient to Assure Plant Safety," December 29, 1998.

6.7 PVNGS UFSAR Section 6.2.2.2.2, "Containment Recirculation Sump Screens -
New Design (Unit(s) With DMWO 2822654)."

6.8 PVNGS Calculation No. 13-MC-SI-0804, "Containment Building Water Level
During LOCA," Revision 6.

6.9 PVNGS Calculation No. 13-JC-CH-0209, "Refueling Water Tank Level
Measurement," Revision 8.

6.10 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants."
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6.11 Regulatory Guide 1.82, 'Water Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling
Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident," Revision 0, June 1974.

6.12 NUREG/CR-6874, "GSI-191: Experimental Studies of Loss-of-Coolant-Accident-
Generated Debris Accumulation and Head Loss with Emphasis on the Effects of
Calcium Silicate Insulation," May 2005.
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PMT

B .5ý EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.5 Refucling tatcr Tank (RWT-)

BASES (Units 1 & 3 only)

G GKROQDn n Thc RWT pupp•r-tS thc ECCS ar d thc Containment Spr,, Systcm
by providing a sourGe of beratcd water for Engincre aft
Fcaturc (ESP) pump opcration.

The• R!4T-sunrll• e1s ,,tw EjFGC._ll , ipailys _hY~ qpp, i.e,• Pedupdapt v•suply eZeps. E~h p~dp ;Ir'_ g~qs onc train of thc
CotanmntSpra8y Sytm. At or operatd iolation valve

is provided in each headcr to allow. th operator to isolate
the uae ',lume of the RWT from the ECCS after the ESP
rmrllr. n.ieR has blet hrn "tprsf-' tonr ½ th' containment lump

,ut ~..KdeletL~un U, the *RLI durin a~ Le~ss of Cooan
4~cciden't"L(LC) g sparate hea;der-1 is used te suppl.ythe
Chmica-l nRd Volume Control Sy#stem (CVCS) from-r• the RWT. Use
of a single RWT- t• suipply both tr-ains of the ECCS is&

accepablesinc the RWT is a p9assive ce~oRek. ~d
falr -sae not assumed t c i occ•r coi D•nidh
flrsiq Ba~ Eve~t dupRgnn the 4njr t en~ phase e-f an
uLGGAdL,,. Net alLI. the , wate stp iii le R~T- is available
for injet4•in fellowing a LO•Cj the location of the ECCS
suction piping ipn the RWT Wi4-ll result in some pnortion of the
stored! volulme bengn unavailable.

The High P•essure Safety Inje•ti•R (HPI-D . Low P•essure
Safety Injection (LPSI), and on.tainment- "l P_ yp r_- s Ia-re
provided with •, r er• ulation lines that ennuip P;,r-hr

maintain minimum flowl " I requiremPPents whe" n PAc tn f

head conditionsq. Ths iesdshre akt he RW.T.
which vents to the Fuel Building Ventilation system. When
thee suc'tion for the HPS ;Ad containment

h tPvhn 'rn pe,,therGrrnt+ ,+
cnettothe RWT. if net isolated, thi --, GII

presult in A release of contaminants to tAn
theevntul ossofsuc-tionm head for thecSFpur~ps-

This LCO ensures that:

a. The R.T- contains sufficient borated-water to support
the ECCS during the injection phase:

PALO VERDE UNITS 1.2,3 B 3.5.5 1 REVISION 18



RWW

RAU5 (l'itl- 1 A. " onmlv

BACKGRUND b•. Sufficiert water volme exists in the centainm•, nt sump
(Ppntimurd) to Lilnoort Gontinued oepeption of the FSF Puimps at the

t#6c of transfcr to thc recirculationRnoedc of cooling:

c The rcactor rmai-ns subcritica• l feOiwq a nOrA-

Tv,, -- F -4ni+ .,,-+- , ,r 4 r', -; vi 4-k^ MIT t,.r 1 A "^, .. I ~- -
- -,-It .4 4--- ^..-.--I - -,- -l , -. - -. 4-I, .-

1- 11 .. - - - -- - - - - -

+ tl 17rrlc 11 +L, 4-

to the renirrijhtion mode or-rijr~>
A + -F QnMn +4rwi,- ,'nilt4 i~,,+

excessive boric- acirecipitation in t-he cpe-4e1-1-ewAh 4Hll

LOCA, as we•llel c trau.t stescp-;4-oqF

mechanical componentS and SystemIs inside Gcca~mnte.

TL, DI.IT 1 - - A, ', -n, -^n n-F kn4-nA -.4 -nv 
4-- +k,-.

chargqing systcm for makeup to the R99 to Gcmpei~.a-t~e er-
conraon*,•- of the RCS coolant during plant cooldown while
mint g •adequate shutdown margin. A!l ... this

charingsystem boration function is not rcquired to be in a
Tec-hn'i %'e•,'if"g'i m-ti-o"n IfO en 10 CFR 50 ((2)(ii'

+kn DI.rr %inleimn
I.; L...I i I! II II. I\ lII V ILIIIl. 

1
U I I I . II.1I1 4-L, I ,.A I L. J. 4-4.J .k.

oper-'ato-rs+- with a single r1equirement for- RWT ,,-lme

For hot zero power temperature of 565 degrees F. the R,,,T
oquirement of 6900.00 gallons wi ,en aequae

shut-down. ý ma rg94n dur-ing a subsequent GGO fdo. Peppewer-
1pualr- rý4iretpi thi;n 7piro udrth i;; er-rrepoonrinq inerer-;; in

* .- .- .. . . . +hn ut-il, ,mn i-if hnr.:,+nA ,.,~+nyi +n
yV'•

~n4ý4n ' n-I +k^ t-mn -,- n4 - n ýn tn

Contrc'tlb requrfemets are greater at ihF.~.ae-G
te~pea'td .s: hoever, the additional GOn'8tr4E)-iS.

-Accommnddatc-d by an ac-ceptable r-educ-tion in pr-essurizer-
,I 1 1 •I /Ii,

__ -^ it :En mmorltin 2t AV:o

. 14- .. - 4--... ý .,,- ,- [" 4-1-,.• - ,
IIi..~ LI I LI I. IA I ~ I bTTV.A I I ~ Ii..'... .J I - * t>r I'... - III I I-ri,, Ii

"n "f :1 V, +i i ,, W jJ• n.+, r.n.. np ,• ••ll
UlII

II

,vvv •
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RWT-

DAc(rC , fi1 4-:.- 1 0 n ,

APPLICAB-ILE ' During a•ccdent • oditions, thb RW.T providcs a seouGe of

SAFETY ANALYSES borated water to the HPSI. LPSI and containmcnt spray pumps.
Ar l-,h it nrn,-idpr nnntAinm4 nt nnnling a-4

nnlr win ni Yn rp nl tp mn -n nIIn+ rv %#I~~~- -- r -- -- ---- --- - -- '-- F--

flnnn
4
-nfl .4,, .4-An,.,,,

- I -I I -- . I I M J l rI V L ,1 I V I tL47 I -- I I - I,- I ~I Il ~ I

(Ref. 1). The design basis transients and applicable safety
analysescner~ning each of these s'trsaedsusdi

the Applicabl Sa~fety Analys~es section of Bases B 3.5.3.
"EGGS Operating." and B 3.6.6, "Contain-ment Spray." The-se
analyses ape used to assess changes to the RWT in orPder- to

The volume limit of Figupe 3.5.5 1 for he ESF function is
based on two factors:"

a.A requir-ed- volumAeof 558,978 gallons (138' !1") must be
nximi nkl n +r% r~rn,,4 n - ,,ny,4ny, i n 4-hn I~ PU7 !tm C~ nv', n~'VjJrV1LL. T VL ILV ,V- . T;1.ýIFATI

-ýy F F- V, I -,
-44-L-.- 4- 4-L,- --- 4.-4----4-

Ye-iil n+-irn The- *(r Dnrncr~vtf Iln1,,mnn

n,.ne4-k,,4- +kn rCrE -rI
4
-;-nf ,.411 -- +

4
kn 41 ,lA

to the containment sump until the p-int at which 75%
of the minimurm desigRn flw,: f one HPL!I pump is capable

of meeting or exceeding the decay heat beil off rate.

hA.4 rnnvirnpd uplinim Af U7 615 ci;llppný tn nnmrwr tha
.,t+n- iii hn +-mne-fnrvr, +n +htn -,

•'I I I I I f - I /]Tll Ii llTlr • I T•T"

adequate net positive suction he-ad- t4)SUPp
4-4- S,A =c -r. n ,,- f F4---f 4-t- n ,,,4 nn. nf

ftd.it' I ; ;,;_'; i m t d • t;:.illMt Idt m Ct_ tL ;A; ! ; k !t .L• tm ;t L,'' ltý ~J • I :..; 1ý - I - I

rm r-iplwQ;tip on onur-

4- Lý - I - 4- - - I - - -1 -- 4-L.-

y b I IiIHU .. . U. l melt: i.l.l, blHU W J [ .. l -.te. .t' . . .. .

containment sump must be sufficent to provide adequate Net
Positi',e SucGtion Head (NPSH) for both trains of HPSI. LP91,
and containment spray pumps operatingatrntcodins
Accounting for LPSI pump operation is corsr-aIve because
these numps trio automatically unon RAIS nd 2no.-ne~--

,,,,~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~- a, ..,4.. .... , . .,,-,. ... -- ,l

...... r ..... r . ... r --- ' ..... •/ -r ....... .... ... ....

ITT4R'Ae4•
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R4-T

BASES (Units 1 & 3 onIy,

APPICABLE egun,1irc duin IrccircIulation. The minimu cE~taiqe~
SAFETY A.ALYSES sump I,,cl can be achiecd pon4sepiding n,, the4 jien.tro.,

U-,a ed) -- l ... -.- Tl 1.im~itaR u - i4ons from safety

containment water ncr- .... " is further rduced due to the
nf- + -" n +4^nn rn, =A flnrkin nr-r nnv n+_',n i mn÷1 flit-;P.

hol dupi otimn topee sucma~et~an4
rcservoirs due to containment spra opcat -.-2n
di,.•rPri of RWT to the CVCS V,,te ihuto no.zleI
Leakages fro inetion and recirculatio c'upet to
ar-eas outs•id the continmet drin-igr the t1h-fir ,• 1hours

the event ape expected to be small in compa~risen with the
oVerall oRnservatism !i the analysis-and apre hee"rgene
nglected. Consistent with the positions #h-Regulatr-

Guides 1.1 and 1.8. n ceddit was taken f&c- containm~ent
pressu~r ... in c ulating available NPSH.

The 4000 ppm limit for minimum boron conentration was
+ne
4 kl -; eýkr" +-n ,v' 4-k~ + r~ - 1 i ri p 4n t fi A %.A 4- n m, in miim

cold condition following rmixig of the RW;T a RCS D .,,at,
volumes. Small break LOCAs assume that al nnctrol r-ods are
inserted, ex-e-pt forF the Control ElemenAt- Asembl4y-(-GA) E-
highest wotwihis withdrawn froem the e -r--fage
break LC9 aessume that all CEAs remain wit.hdrawn froem the
core. The most limiting case occurs -at beg,.i- ng-- f Gepe

The m-axim"um boron limit of 1100 ppm in the RWT is based EnR
boron p•r•ipitation in the core fo!loWing ci LOCA. With the
reactor vessel at saturated onditions, thecre dissiate
heat by pool Rucleate boiling. BeGause of- 4-4 b41q - ,

bhmnnmannnn 4m -h., rnrn +hp r hnr4 p. A nnr'nnýrn ÷4 n ;i ll

1fl T-F nllnt.,^rl +k.

mnnnnr , n•4 .rill h. v 'p hpA i.,hnyil hny'nr IQit-ll
....... IWl

Wii, I i UUU Go-f Post 1i,. emep•rn ,lU -------ity pu r,

direct the operator to establish simultaneous -hot and coGld
in 4 -+ ^ 

4
-- -^--+uyi- ,k4- r'r^rA4+4--,r~ Ik,,,re4ikie~

-l.A ~ ~ ~ ~ . .. Lýt -*tW 1L ~ IA ~ ~ )IJ..JL A **ih- I 1A

fnrrA *Fi~~i f'-h t¶'r'Al'rh the' re()p Pegap ;d s ef br-b.ea
4r;i pR. Ii J T-i Pq11 Aiir esL ar based. en tii e mini;mumn timer 4n
* ----- I.-†††---r-.................................................-.r.~'nn, r~- + ~4- ~ nfl i-n. .1 A ni-,-. ii-. ~ e- e-, .m~ yin 4-h ~+ m~ m m i n r•?ntk

-r,.-.
4

- ~-.~4- - nyu- .- ,'.,- .-4- -i,, 4-kn knv',4-nA ,.,t,4-nv. e-n, ,v'nne. ,e-nA 
4 ~ ~

fl

"inin.l-'nin n ln,.,-r~r I mI I n A Lr•II LInn nn -÷ .A "I in "krL W DhlT

in excess f the limit could result i prc4i+÷piation earlier
than assumed in the analysi. I
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R4L

BASES (Units 1 & 3 only)

APDDICABLE Thc upper limit of 1200oF and the low.,er, 14mit of 60F Dn RWT
6FAiTV A yuAI Vqmp"nrmtl'n ap ehn 1the limit "sed-r accideRt analysis.

~ J~lL~) .,LIeg P4~J M L.I' afet th eu.t~LLme of sevea
anaysstip1,prp a.. I._.ý~ 14M#r esTt a -blished by the LCO

Thc RWT ESP function sati4efis Crtcrion 3 of 101 CER 50.36

L-0 The RT- ne,,- that, , , borated water 4s
avaiabl toGee!a~ddepessuj~pt rntainment in the

eeAnt af A DPesig Basis Accident (PBA) andto co and cover

the core in the event of a LOCA, that the reactor remain
subcrzpitical following a DBA. and that an adeA-ae le.-
exissin ithe containment sump to support EFpm operation
"in t-he recri•rcumlation mode.-

To be considered OPERABLE, the RW.T must meet the limits
establ4shed in -the SRs for water volumecl, i b zn

concentration, and temperature.

A.pL!CAl-L-TY In MODES 1, 2. 3. and +. the RWT OPERDBIAITY requirements
arpe ditated by the EGCS and Containment- S Shayq yS-hte-
OPERABILITY requirements. Since both the EC99 and-t
Containment Spray System must be DPERADBLE in MODES 1. 2 3
and 4, the RIT mutI be OPERABLE to support their oper'ation.

CrGe Gcoling requirements #i MODE 5 ape ad-pessed by
[CO 3.4.7, "RS Loops MODE 5. Loop FI-ille d" a.nd i rn Q A..

"RC9 Loops MODE 5, L N ot Filled." MODE 6 cq r-e cooling
reqPuirement by CI .I. Shutdo.tn Coo l ing

_1DC) and oolant Circulaion High Water Level ," and
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Co&-&~t
C __ircult ion Low Wa;ter- LevelI."

ACTTITNS IM A 1

With RW.T boo•n concentration or borated .at- t+epFatu.e
not w,.ithin limaits, it must be returned tG Within-R 4
w.ithin 8 hours. In t-hisr coniAto4Gn nHeither the ECCs nop the
Containment Spray SysSte can perom their deinfunctions;-
-therefore, prmpmt atomUPtb taken tG reStore the tank
to OPERABLE condition. TheEallo'E.UNed 1,m2lA4-4n T 4R

P.ALO VERDE UJNITS 1,2,3 B 3.5.5-5 REVISIONl 18•



DACrC 111 ~44-, 1 0 '2 i

A'TTnIlQ A 1 1 ,-

8 hourse to restopr the RT to within 14imitwas•de•e1-epe4
considcring the t~rim rcquircd to changc bopro concentration
or pmeayp n that thc co tcnS of: the tank arc still

" -;ý .. ý ,--F^ 4n .-.
4
-1--4 -nA - - -^ I -;

- I I - I - 1 -1 ''.,J - ý . w.. -- - , - I I I lZI.

g.4

With RWT- boratcd water- volumc not within lmits, it must be
rctupncd to within limits, within 1 hour. In this con,,dition,

MM~th MLI flMA. .i~~i I ~iM LiilMALAI M*IS. U LjJ yocJ Li.ALII.LMar pc.M I AMM

±ia
- --- . V., . -. - .M iMMLA -A MAM M I -, t - r.- . .. Ih--LiLýl. A

,nit in A MDFF in -hieh t.h--- .',tems -re not renuired The
i i ej r i +i Tim ,-iF 1hr l, -A ,' +r,. +-h• DI- 4-r'n

a uML.L oiAIpj c MA. .~~ 111M LM JM MA il MLAUI.M M M

OPERABLE staus is based en this condition s4~e %he
4- - -r 4- k, 4-. 1Ul bM, rs4- ,. -; - I. k . -rnv -; in 4 1-- -; n vA

II...A.J ,M L. .J L , r,., L'LA L M M i LA ILA I MLA. MA.. MAJ ,IMM JM L. MIIj LA .

Gepe Geeling.-

if the RWT- cannot be restored to 9PERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the plant mu!St bE-hrmll -t to a

iwhich the Ian does not•--aeppfl"y. To a•D I e-e t4hi !r
status, the plant~ must be~brouht to at least MODE 3 within
6 hourss and to MOD 5oýf within 36 hurs Th~allowed
Completol n Time: are reasonable, based on cpcrat••g
exprnc, , t•ed plant orditi4ones from full

.,^ - -A 4- -- 4- -n - -.n ,.n . -,n V - .r - -A .,44-t,-,.s4-

1 t; ; i; I II ; M4 c l u lI ;. ,1;i;iM M LMMA ,'-11d ttt*
ý-ha11nA~i~n PlAnt g'.'tpm5.

I

CIIDrI TI I AI"Cf CD '2 C C: 1

RWT bh•ated water temrperature shall be firi4ed epy
'24 hniin tn he 'within ~the 1-imit, asilmed-4n the a rmident

hr. ,-, r.4rin4- 4-p.

~~ Itg p~. ptim rpre +I..n+ p 'p.t-ip m.L-krjv'
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R4•-
9 3.5.5

BASES (Units 1 9 3 only)

ClID\I-TI I Ahl"E" cD 0 c c 1 t -- "+ 4 -,.-A N

PEQU4=REMENTS
•.,,# IIi till i I.,.# I t..*" I ,.1,.

The SR is m.dified by a Nte that eliminates the requirement

+ __F T f +

~mh rd- nrmmmv 2+-, ,rr~- c: zt414~ nme- +~hr QI.rT +nrnrsrm'~-,,yrn
tAITI~~~r-,L 1...:-44.-

1
J~It.~ ~A,.~T tI

-. , .- . -,,Z, , - 11

•~~~ -4-M~lr w [II U V u i I

The RWT- water volume level shall be verified every5 7 days in
aeeordance with Figure 3.5.5 1. Thisq Frpeqeyenue that
a sufficient inital water- su~pply is availab,-le, forijeetion
A-R te suppnrt Getilqued FU plimp Aper-a 9 9

ILiJLLiienJ Sinc-i. 41- L I5 SLL,.orally stable and
,i mvnlf ,,4 ,.rl ý Inri.r Inie,~rl Al n rm 4n +tin Crnd-v',l Dnn,-m n

7 dad" • thr y appropriaten and has been shown t
3clnthfltrouahQ. Annr-;t.Jna exncriencn.p

.- --- F -*-'- -r .15 - 'I-

pnnnn r-n"rýnn+vn+in" n'f +tip DI.JT clinll kn %invf4,c,
Is5~5

7 f4 ir +-- k . 4+k~n +kn "n^e 14"n "n,,~
4

,~nnr

*~ ~~ ~ 4SSL 5A S- SS SA.. SASj.ASA.A* . .SýA S S S A .~

LOCA and the boron precipitation in the core will not occur
earlir thn preicte. Futher-, it ensu-pes tha-t-4

resulting PIMp pH Will be maint-ained_ in An Acaccepmtable range
sucr-h that: teeffec of chloride and Gaus~t!i--s-tpres
corrosion on mechanical systems and compenents, will b
minimized. S• Ge the RWT, volume is normally stable, a 7 day

rp'~I~tq teg'nr a ~ ~ nd h'r - been shown4 through
• ,,,i•, ,,,. , , -,J -- -- -- rL,, ,,,. ,,

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.
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RWT
B 3.5.5

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.5 Refueling Water Tank (RWT)

BASES (Unit 2 enly

BACKGROUND The RWT supports the ECCS and the Containment Spray System
by providing a source of borated water for Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) pump operation.

The RWT supplies two ECCS trains by separate, redundant
supply headers. Each header also supplies one train of the
Containment Spray System. A motor operated isolation valve
is provided in each header to allow the operator to isolate
the usable volume of the RWT from the ECCS after the ESF
pump suction has been transferred to the containment sump
following depletion of the RWT during a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA). A separate header is used to supply the
Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) from the RWT. Use
of a single RWT to supply both trains of the ECCS is
acceptable since the RWT is a passive component, and passive
failures are not assumed to occur coincidently with the
Design Basis Event during the injection phase of an
accident. Not all the water stored in the RWT is available
for injection following a LOCA; the location of the ECCS
suction piping in the RWT will result in some portion of the
stored volume being unavailable.

The High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI), Low Pressure
Safety Injection (LPSI), and containment spray pumps are
provided with recirculation lines that ensure each pump can
maintain minimum flow requirements when operating at shutoff
head conditions. These lines discharge back to the RWT.
The RWT vents to the Fuel Building Ventilation System. When
the suction for the HPSI and containment spray pumps is
transferred to the containment sump, this flow path must be
isolated to prevent a release of the containment sump
contents to the RWT. If not isolated, this flow path could
result in a release of contaminants to the atmosphere and
the eventual loss of suction head for the ESF pumps.

This LCO ensures that:

a. The RWT contains sufficient borated water to support
the ECCS during the injection phase;

(continued)
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RWT
B 3.5.5

BASES (Unit 2 9Rn.I, I

BACKGROUND
(continued)

b. Sufficient water volume exists in the containment sump
to support continued operation of the ESF pumps at the
time of transfer to the recirculation mode of cooling;
and

c. The reactor remains subcritical following a LOCA.

Insufficient water inventory in the RWT could result in (1)
insufficient cooling capacity of the ECCS, or (2)
insufficient water level to support continued ESF pump
operation when the transfer to the recirculation mode
occurs. Improper boron concentrations could result in a
reduction of SDM or excessive boric acid precipitation in
the core following a LOCA, as well as excessive caustic
stress corrosion of mechanical components and systems
inside containment.

The RWT also provides a source of borated water to the
charging system for makeup.to the RCS to compensate for
contraction of the RCS coolant during plant cooldown while
maintaining adequate shutdown margin. Although this
charging system boration function is not required to be in a
Technical Specification LCO per 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)
criteria, the RWT volume requirements of Figure 3.5.5-1
include this function in order to provide the plant
operators with a single requirement for RWT volume.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

The table below provides the required RWT level at selected
RCS average temperature values, corresponding to Figure
3.5.5-1. The RWT volume is the total volume of water in
the RWT above the vortex breaker. This volume includes the
volumes required to be transferred, as discussed below, an
allowance for instrument uncertainty, and the volume that
will remain in the RWT after the switch-over to the
recirculation mode.

I

RWT Required Level at RCS Temperatures

RCS Temperature (OF) RWT Required Level RWT Volume *

average (%) (Gallons)

210 79.9 601,000

250 80.1 603,000

300 80.4 605,000

350 80.8 608,000

400 81.2 611,000

450 81.6 614,000

500 82.1 618,000

565 83.0 624.000

600 83.0 624,000

• The volumes include instrument uncertainty and have been rounded up or

down to the nearest 1,000 gallons.

(continued)
I
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

During accident conditions, the RWT provides a source of
borated water to the HPSI, LPSI and containment spray pumps.
As such, it provides containment cooling and
depressurization, core cooling, and replacement inventory
and is a source of negative reactivity for reactor shutdown
(Ref. 1). The design basis transients and applicable safety
analyses concerning each of these systems are discussed in
the Applicable Safety Analyses section of Bases B 3.5.3,
"ECCS - Operating," and B 3.6.6, "Containment Spray." These
analyses are used to assess changes to the RWT in order to
evaluate their effects in relation to the acceptance limits.

The level limit of Figure 3.5.5-1 for the ESF function is
based on the largest of the following four factors:

a. A volume of 476,338 gallons must be transferred to
containment via the ESF pumps prior to reaching a low
level switchover to the containment sump for
recirculation. This ESF Reserve Volume ensures that
the ESF pump suction will not be aligned to the
containment sump until the point at which 75% of the
minimum design flow of one HPSI pump is capable of
meeting or exceeding the decay heat boil-off rate.

b. A volume of 543,200 gallons (at 600'F) must be
transferred to the RCS and containment for flooding of
sump strainers to prevent vortexing and to ensure
adequate net positive suction head to support
continued ESF pump operation after the switchover to
recirculation occurs.

c. A volume of
Containment
containment

400.000 gallons must be available for
Spray System operation as credited in the
pressure and temperature analyses.

d. A volume of borated water is needed during ECCS
functions to ensure shut down margin (SDM) is
maintained. The volume required is similar to that
needed for the charging system function of
compensating for contraction of the RCS coolant during
plant cooldown. The volume required will vary
depending upon the event and is bounded by the volume

(continued)
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APPLICABLE needed for a LOCA. The volume needed for boration
SAFETY ANALYSES purposes for a LOCA is smaller than the volumes

(continued) discussed in a, b, and c above.

The quantities specified above are transfer volumes to be
available for delivery to the ESF pumps. They are located
between the required level of Figure 3.5.5-1 and the low level
switchover to the containment sump for recirculation (RAS).
The required level of Figure 3.5.5-1 also considers applicable
instrument uncertainty for the indicators used to verify
level, the switch that actuates the recirculation actuation
signal, and the indicators for average RCS temperature.

The level required by Figure 3.5.5-1 ensures that adequate
water volume exists in the tank to provide the transfer
volumes discussed above. The temperatures of note on the
Figure are (1) 600°F which bounds the highest expected average
RCS temperature. (2) 5650 F, which corresponds to hot zero
power, and (3) 2100F. which is the lowest temperature for
Mode 4, when this LCO is applicable. Between 600°F and 5650F
the required level is constant for ease of use by operators to
have a single value for all hot conditions. Between 565°F and
210°F the required level decreases as the volime required to
makeup for RCS coolant contraction decreases.

By time of recirculation, the water level in the containment
sump must be sufficient to provide adequate Net Positive
Suction Head (NPSH) for both trains of HPSI, LPSI, and
containment spray pumps operating at runout conditions.
Accounting for LPSI pump operation is conservative because
these pumps trip automatically upon RAS and are not required
during recirculation. The minimum containment: sump level can
be achieved considering only the inventory specified in the
RWT with no contributions from safety injection tanks and the
reactor coolant. The resultant containment water inventory is
further reduced due to the effects of evaporation and flashing
of post-accident fluid; holdup in containment atmosphere,
subcompartments, and reservoirs due to containment spray
operation; and diversions of RWT to the CVCS via the high
suction nozzle. Leakages from injection and recirculation

(continued)
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APPLICABLE equipment to areas outside the containment during the first
SAFETY ANALYSES 24 hours of the event are expected to be small in

(continued) comparison with the overall conservatism in the analysis
and are therefore neglected. Consistent with the positions
in Regulatory Guides 1.1 and 1.82. no credit was taken for
containment pressure in calculating available NPSH.

The 4000 ppm limit for minimum boron concentration was
established to ensure that, following a LOCA with a minimum
level in the RWT, the reactor will remain subcritical in the
cold condition following mixing of the RWT and RCS water
volumes. Small break LOCAs assume that all control rods are
inserted, except for the Control Element Assembly (CEA) of
highest worth, which is withdrawn from the core. Large
break LOCAs assume that all CEAs remain withdrawn from the
core. The most limiting case occurs at beginning of core
life.

The maximum boron limit of 4400 ppm in the RWT is based on
boron precipitation in the core following a LOCA. With the
reactor vessel at saturated conditions, the core dissipates
heat by pool nucleate boiling. Because of this boiling
phenomenon in the core, the boric acid concentration will
increase in this region. If allowed to proceed in this
manner, a point will be reached where boron precipitation
will occur in the core. Post LOCA emergency procedures
direct the operator to establish simultaneous hot and cold
leg injection to prevent this condition by establishing a
forced flow path through the core regardless of break
location. These procedures are based on the minimum time in
which precipitation could occur, assuming that maximum boron
concentrations exist in the borated water sources used for
injection following a LOCA. Boron concentrations in the RWT
in excess of the limit could result in precipitation earlier
than assumed in the analysis.

The upper limit of 1207F and the lower limit of 60°F on RWT
temperature are the limits assumed in the accident
analysis. Although RWT temperature affects the outcome of
several analyses, the upper and lower limits established by
the LCO are not limited by any of these analyses.

The RWT ESF function satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(c)(2)(ii).

(continued)
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LCO The RWT ensures that an adequate supply of borated water is
available to cool and depressurize the containment in the
event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) and to cool and cover
the core in the event of a LOCA. that the reactor remains
subcritical following a DBA, and that an adequate level
exists in the containment sump to support ESF pump operation
in the recirculation mode.

To be considered OPERABLE, the RWT must meet the limits
established in the SRs for water volume, boron
concentration, and temperature.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. the RWT OPERABILITY requirements
are dictated by the ECCS and Containment Spray System
OPERABILITY requirements. Since both the ECCS and the
Containment Spray System must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4, the RWT must be OPERABLE to support their operation.

Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are addressed by
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled," and LCO 3.4.8,
"RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled." MODE 6 core cooling
requirements are addressed by LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling
(SDC) and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level," and
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
Circulation - Low Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1

With RWT boron concentration or borated water temperature
not within limits, it must be returned to within limits
within 8 hours. In this condition neither the ECCS nor the
Containment Spray System can perform their design functions:
therefore, prompt action must be taken to restore the tank
to OPERABLE condition. The allowed Completion Time of 8
hours to restore the RWT to within limits was developed
considering the time required to change boron concentration
or temperature and that the contents of the tank are still
available for injection and core cooling.

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1

With RWT borated water volume not within limits, it must be
returned to within limits within 1 hour. In this condition,
neither the ECCS nor Containment Spray System can perform
their design functions: therefore, prompt action must be
taken to restore the tank to OPERABLE status or to place the
unit in a MODE in which these systems are not required. The
allowed Completion Time of 1 hour to restore the RWT to
OPERABLE status is based on this condition since the
contents of the tank are not available for injection and
core cooling.

C.1 and C.2

If the RWT cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

RWT borated water temperature shall be verified every
24 hours to be within the limits assumed in the accident
analysis. This Frequency has been shown to be sufficient to
identify temperature changes that approach either acceptable
limit.

The SR is modified by a Note that eliminates the requirement
to perform this Surveillance when ambient air temperatures
are within the operating temperature limits of the RWT. With
ambient temperatures within this range, the RWT temperature
should not exceed the limits.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.2
REQUIREMENTS

The RWT water volume level shall be verified every 7 days in
accordance with Figure 3.5.5-1. This Frequency ensures that
a sufficient initial water supply is available for injection
and to support continued ESF pump operation on
recirculation. Since the RWT vol ume is normally stable and
is provided with a Low Level Alarm in the Control Room, a
7 day Frequency is appropriate and has been shown to be
acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.5.5.3

Boron concentration of the RWT shall be verified every
7 days to be within the required range. This Frequency
ensures that the reactor will remain subcritical following a
LOCA and the boron precipitation in the core will not occur
earlier than predicted. Further, it ensures that the
resulting sump pH will be maintained in an acceptable range
such that the effect of chloride and caustic stress
corrosion on mechanical systems and components will be
minimized. Since the RWT volume is normally stable, a 7 day
sampling Frequency is appropriate and has been shown through
operating experience to be acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.

2. Engineering Calculation 13-JC-CH-0209
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Enclosure 2
Response to NRC RAI

Amendments to TS 3.5.5

In an e-mail from Michael Markley, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), to Thomas
Weber, Arizona Public Service Company (APS), dated April 22, 2008, the NRC
requested additional information concerning APS Letter No. 102-05844, "Request for
Amendment to Technical Specification 3.5.5, Refueling Water Tank (RWT), to Increase
the RWT Minimum Water Level for Unit 2 Under Exigent Circumstances," dated
April 10, 2008. In APS Letter No. 102-05852, dated April 30, 2008, APS provided a
response to the NRC's request for additional information (RAI) to clarify the original APS
application. As this clarifying information is pertinent to the TS amendments proposed
for Units 1 and 3 in this submittal, the RAI questions and responses are provided below.

NRC Question 1

Calculation Methodology: Provide documentation (including sample calculations) of the
methodology used for establishing the limiting RWT minimum water level and
corresponding volume acceptable values for the As-Found and As-Left settings as
measured in periodic surveillance testing. Indicate the related Analytical Limits and
other limiting design values (and the sources of these values) for the RWT minimum
water level and corresponding volume.

APS Response

For consistency of terminology, APS does not consider the volume specified in SR
3.5.5.2 to be the equivalent of an Allowable Value determined by a setpoint calculation.

This License Amendment Request (LAR) is not proposing any changes to the
recirculation actuation signal (RAS) trip setpoint or any changes to as-found values
associated with RAS or any other instruments of the RWT level channels. APS does,
however, acknowledge the fact that the RWT minimum water level and corresponding
volume are associated with the RAS setpoint due to the inherent relationship of the
design function to transfer the required volume prior to RAS.

The method for establishing RWT minimum water level involves the three major steps
described below. These are all described in Calculation 13-JC-CH-0209, Revision 8,
"Refueling Water Tank Level Measurement."

(1) Minimum Delivered Volume Determination

The determination of minimum volumes required to be delivered to the reactor
coolant system (RCS) and/or containment, includes consideration of where the
water is located in the tank (i.e., above or below the boric acid makeup pump
[BAMP] suction line). The minimum volumes of water to be delivered to the RCS
and/or containment are determined by consideration of all of the associated
design functions of the RWT. Their location in the RWT and any other
considerations such as net positive suction head (NPSH) are also included in the
analysis. These are included as references in Calculation 13-.JC-CH-0209,
Revision 8.
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(2) Instrument Uncertainty Determination

The instrument uncertainty is based on American Nuclear Standards
Institute/Instrument Society of America (ANSI/ISA) Standard
No. ANSI/ISA-S67.04-1988, "Setpoints for Nuclear Safety-Related
Instrumentation," and is consistent with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.105,
"Instrument Setpoints." Palo Verde is committed to Revision 1 of RG 1.105 (see
UFSAR section 1.8, Conformance to NRC Regulatory Guides). The random
uncertainties are combined using the square-root sum-of-squares method. The
bias uncertainties are added, negative with negative and positive with positive so
there is no cancellation of bias uncertainties. For the water volumes that must be
delivered between the TS minimum level and the RAS, the uncertainties of both
the RAS bistable and the control board indicator have been considered. For
water volumes above the BAMP suction line, the uncertainties of the indicators
and their upstream devices were considered. In all cases the effect of potential
temperature variations on the instruments and the potential instrument drift
between channel calibrations is included.

(3) Minimum Required Level Determination

The minimum required level is determined by adding each of the volumes, with
its associated level, to the instrument uncertainty and using the most demanding
as the minimum required level. The most demanding volume and level
requirement, including applicable uncertainty, as presently analyzed, is to provide
sufficient water to cover the containment recirculation sump strainers. This
volume is located between the TS minimum level and the RAS setpoint. The
highest required level is at hot RCS conditions, and decreases as RCS average
temperature decreases and the corresponding volume requirements for RCS
contraction decrease. However, for ease of use by Operations, the level is held
constant at the highest level (rounded up to integer value) for the range of RCS
temperatures during normal power operations. The required level then
decreases consistent with the decrease in volume required for RCS contraction.

The As-Found and As-Left tolerances for the calibration of the indicators used to
verify adequate RWT level are determined in Calculation 13-JC-CH-0209,
Revision 8. The as-left tolerances are the base accuracy of the instruments.
The as-found tolerances include basic instrument accuracy, maintenance and
testing equipment accuracy, potential drift, and temperature effect.

NRC Question 2

Measures to Ensure Operability: Describe the measures to be taken to ensure that the
associated instrument channel is capable of performing its specified safety functions in
accordance with applicable design requirements and associated analyses. Include in
your discussion information on the controls you employ to ensure that the As-Left
setting after completion of periodic surveillance is consistent with your methodology.
Also, discuss the plant corrective action processes (including plant procedures) for
restoring channels to operable status when channels are determined to be "inoperable"
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or "operable but degraded." If the controls are located in a document other than the TS
(e.g., plant test procedure), describe how it is ensured that the controls will be
implemented.

APS Response

The measures taken to ensure that the associated instrument channel is capable of
performing its specified safety functions in accordance with applicable design
requirements and associated analyses are anchored in the Palo Verde surveillance
program. TS SR 3.3.5.1 requires the RWT level channels to have a CHANNEL CHECK
performed every 12 hours, TS SR 3.3.5.2 requires the RWT level channels to have a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed every 92 days, and TS SR 3.3.5.3 requires
the RWT level channels to have a CHANNEL CALIBRATION perfonrned every 18
months. The expected instrumentation performance criteria is developed in design
engineering setpoint and uncertainty calculations and used to establish acceptance
criteria in the associated surveillance test procedures.

The As-Left tolerance bands required by the design engineering setpoint and
uncertainty calculations are documented in the surveillance test procedures as being
the required acceptance criteria for the As-Left values. The Impact Review Process is
the configuration management tool used to ensure alignment between surveillance test
As-Left acceptance criteria and that required by the associated calculation
methodology. Any values found to be outside the As-Left acceptance criteria must be
reset to a value within the As-Left acceptance criteria for the surveillance test to be
completed satisfactorily.

Acceptance criteria bands are derived from the design engineering setpoint and
uncertainty calculation methodology. If the As-Found value, associated with a setpoint
with an Allowable Value (AV) in TS, exceeds the AV then the channel is inoperable and
the associated action requirements are followed. If any channel instrument or
instrument group As-Found value exceeds the predefined expected performance limit
(As-Found band), but the instrument channel is functioning as expected and can be
reset to within the As-Left band, then the channel is returned to service and the event is
entered into the Corrective Action Program (CAP) for further evaluation and trending.
Anytime that it cannot be determined that the instrument is functioning as required, then
the instrument is declared inoperable. When a channel is placed in bypass for testing
purposes, it is declared inoperable until testing is completed satisfactorily and the
channel is removed from bypass.

Both the Surveillance Testing procedure and the Out of Tolerance Program Controls
procedure establish controls for the above requirements to identify and document out of
tolerance conditions and to enter the CAP.
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